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1. Introduction

The average age for teachers in mathematics and physics in Norway is about 60 (Sørensen, 2003) and few students taking a masters degree in a science subject choose a career as a teacher (KD, 2006). This implies that there may be a critical lack of science teachers in schools in the near future (Næss, 2002). At the same time, rather many graduated engineers – who have worked as engineers sometimes several years – want to contribute to the educational setting by taking part time jobs as teachers; lector-II (Vassnes, 2008). To combine this supply and demand for qualified teachers in mathematics, a professional development program in mathematics for engineers is planned. Focusing on this education, a research project is planned. It shall be a design research which initially will include a design of the tailored program in cooperation with the practitioners. This will be followed by an investigation of the engineers who take part in the program: How their mathematical knowledge develops as a result of completing the education.
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The present paper has three aims: First, to outline the theoretical perspectives on which the planned design research project is based, along with general components to be considered when the engineers taking part in the program act as objectives. Second, to present the data collected to find out more about experiences and needs that engineers may have in a mathematics teaching position. Third, to discuss how findings in the incoming data material may influence the plans for the complementing studies.

The research question formulated is: What are the opinions, advantages and needs of an engineer in order to become a mathematics teacher, and how may these be implemented in a design research of a professional development program?

2. The design and theoretical framework

The theoretical framework of the planned main study is by Koeno Gravemeijer called developmental research (1994). He goes back to Freudenthal (1988), who meant that thought experiments are important in educational development. The developer envisions the teaching and learning process and after carrying it out tries to find evidence to see if the expectations he had were right or wrong. Based on practical experience, new thought experiments create an iteration of development and research. Gravemeijer claims that this cyclic process is at the centre of Freudenthal’s concept of developmental research (1994, p. 449). Developmental research is similar to what is alternatively called design research. Eric Wittman is one researcher who see advantages by regarding mathematics education as a design science (1995). He emphasizes that an important element is building theory related to the design and then making the empirical investigations.

In our main study, researchers and practitioners will work closely together to develop the courses to be offered in the program. The design of the courses tailored for engineers is an important part, see Figure 1.
The cooperation between researchers and practitioners is intended to be a composition of Wagner’s clinical partnership and co-learning agreement (Wagner, 1997), and is guided by the particular type of students involved. The reason for this adjusted framework is an earlier experienced difficulty with collecting realistic data among engineers (Rensaa, in preparation). The close cooperation between researchers and practitioners in the design research may contribute to building a bridge between the research and the teaching practice (Czarnocha & Prabhu, 2004).

It is not relevant to mix the engineers with other students at our university. This is both because the designed courses need to be tailored to the particular setting that the engineers are in, and because earlier experience with such a mix has been somewhat diversified (Rensaa, 2009a; 2009b). The tool for analysis of data – both in the preliminary investigations of the present paper and in the main study – will be mathematical competencies (Niss, 2003b). As a main task they have to consider and answer the question ‘What does it mean to master mathematics?’ To do this, a competency based approach is adopted, defined in the following way:

Mathematical competence then means the ability to understand, judge, do, and use mathematics in a variety of intra- and extra-mathematical contexts and situations in which mathematics plays or could play a role (Niss, 2003b, p. 7).

Altogether eight competencies are defined, in which the first group focuses on the ability to ask and answer questions in mathematics: Competencies in thinking mathematically, posing and solving problems, modelling and reasoning mathematically. The second group of competencies is about the
ability to deal with mathematical language and tools: Representing entities, handling symbols and formalism, communicating and aids/tools. In our analysis of the engineers building of new knowledge in mathematics, all these competencies will be relevant. The competencies are, in themselves, behavioral with focus on what to do. In some of the data collection this will also include what the engineers are expected to do.

The engineers to be attending the planned development program will typically be expected to have valuable experiences from their work as engineers in how mathematics is used in practical settings. In the present research, an investigation is generated in order to put light on which experiences some engineers themselves emphasize as their advantages. These experiences are advantages that should be utilized in a teaching position. They represent the benefits of being a teacher as an engineer, thus they need to be encouraged in the professional development program.

The program will encourage the participants partly to continue their work as engineers and partly to work as teachers after completing the studies. Thus, the professional experiences and practical illustrations may be updated and referred to contemporary with the teaching.

However, the transition from working as an engineer to being a teacher in mathematics is not straightforward. Many engineers have a ‘workman approach’ to mathematics (Kümmerer, 2001). They view mathematics as a set of procedures to be used, without seeing the necessity of deeper understanding, to produce the right answer. This implies a need of complementing studies that take into consideration the particular background of the engineers, utilize the experiences they have and expand their knowledge of mathematical topics, but at the same time aim at changing apprehensions that do not hold when a subject is to be taught. The transition from knowing mathematics for use to knowing mathematics for teaching is rather difficult and needs to be problematized. It is an example of didactic divide between disciplinary and pedagogical knowledge (Ball & Bass, 2000; Bergsten & Grevholm, 2004). Additionally, there are didactical and pedagogical aspects about being a teacher that a development program needs to take into consideration. The Danish KOM project (Niss,
2003b) lists six mathematics teacher specific competencies, all being relevant to an engineer in a teaching position: Curriculum competency, teaching competency, uncovering of learning competency, assessment competency, professional development competency and collaboration competency. The first four competencies are expected to be rather ‘new’ to an engineer, but depending on work content they may be part of experiences acquired by the engineers. Professional development competency is one that may evolve throughout the tailored educational program, while collaboration competency may very well be familiar to engineers.

In a study of engineers’ progress throughout the complementing studies, their previous knowledge will influence their study. It is important that this aspect is included in the design of the program because meaningful learning as defined by Ausubel (1968) is learning that connects to what is already known. New knowledge needs to be assimilated within the existing knowledge structure to implement modification of prior knowledge and thereby meaningful learning. Thus, it is relevant to carry out some preliminary studies to identify aspects about engineers’ experiences that are relevant for inclusion in the design of the program. Results from such preliminary studies may also help in preparing to the manner in which to collect data about previous knowledge of the engineers that will take part in the main study. Adler et al. states in their survey of research in mathematics teacher education (Adler, Ball, Krainer, Lin, & Novotna, 2005) that one of a number of fields that are underrepresented in this research, is teachers’ learning to directly address inequalities and diversities in the teaching with respect to mathematical background. Engineers will probably connect their mathematical knowledge and competencies to applications differently from students within the basic mathematics teacher education. Closer investigation of this is interesting.

3. Data and analysis

The data of the present study was collected by interviewing four engineers. The aim was to investigate more closely which needs engineers may have in order to become mathematics teachers.
The interviews were done to get input to the design of the professional development program, and are by no means claimed to provide general results. However, experiences and needs brought to bear during this study represent most certainly not isolated cases.

Criteria for selecting the interviewees were:

- Completed bachelor engineering education at least 5 years ago; so as to have a distance from the subjects.
- Work experience as an engineer; to have knowledge about practice.
- Some type of relation to teaching; in order to express opinions about the theme.
- Both sexes represented.

Based on this, two bachelor engineers and two master’s engineers were chosen with help from teachers that have educated engineers for many years and are familiar with students’ careers afterwards. However, since the development program in its overall form is to be designed to meet the bachelor engineers’ needs – with an adjusted scheme for master engineers to join the program at a certain stage – the main part of the analysis and discussion deals with the bachelor engineers’ responses. Some interesting statements and comments of the master engineers are however included. In the discussion to follow, all interviewees are made anonymous by given fictitious names and vague descriptions of their professional activity. I did not introduce the plans for the professional development education or any teaching themes to the engineers ahead of each interview, so as not to influence the answers. I wanted to grasp the engineers’ immediate reactions and thereby their unaffected point of views. Concepts used in the questions were not explained or defined, just referred to and meant to be understood in everyday, social terms. Particularly, the word ‘kompetanse’ was used in more than one question. The public understanding of this word is more likely to be translated to ‘skill’, not the strictly defined word ‘competency’. Thus, with a few exceptions, I will refer to it as skill.
The interviews were semi-structured with a planned schedule, but allowing other questions and comments to be brought about. However, I followed a main framework of themes for each of the four interviews:

- Initially about taking a part-time mathematics teacher position and asking if they regard themselves as being qualified for this - at the moment.

- Advantages of an engineer as teacher in mathematics.

- Views about mathematics, both own skills and what students in schools should learn. This involved two multiple choice questions listing alternatives like ‘understanding of mathematical relations and logical structures’, ‘interest’, ‘understanding of how mathematics is used in work and daily life’, ‘calculation skills’, ‘ability to use the correct formulas and methods’, ‘ability to translate practical problems to mathematics and solve them’, and finally the alternative ‘other abilities’ where the interviewee could give his or her own description.

- Which skills in mathematics and didactics the engineers think they lack.

- Teacher specific competencies. This was given as a table where each competency was listed and was to be graded as large, good, some or no own possession of, in addition no opinion. When referring to this particular table in the interviews to follow, ‘kompetanse’ is exceptionally translated to ‘competency’. This is since the categories of the table are based directly on the ones given by Niss (2003a). As referred to earlier, he presents six teacher specific competencies, but only five are referred to in the table. Development of professional competency is left out as only one of the interviewees is attending a teacher education program.

Each interview was ended by a question about interest in attending a complementing study to obtain the number of study points in mathematics that is required in a teaching position in school.

Interview with Sophie; a bachelor engineer.
Sophie has long experience as bachelor engineer but has not taken any steps towards teaching practice. She knows a lot about the profession from members in her family. The first question she is asked is if she presently would consider taking a part-time mathematics teaching position and if she regards herself as being qualified for this:

No, I haven’t enough knowledge in the subject to do so. I’ve seen what it takes, and by that I bring with me big demands as to what a teacher in mathematics needs to know. This is also why I don’t regard myself as qualified for such a job.

This is a reflective answer, showing that Sophie really has thought about the demands that rest upon a teacher’s shoulder. She emphasizes lack of knowledge in the subject itself as a factor that makes it problematic for her to take a teaching position. This is elaborated further when she is asked about which mathematical skills she believes she lacks:

My theoretical background is too sparse, it dates from so many years back that I have forgotten about it. I need to brush up on it. Additionally, I have seen from helping my son in upper primary school with his homework that the mathematics has changed. They learn the subject differently from how I did at that age. Things are in a way inverted.

This last statement is most interesting. Sophie has probably grasped the problem oriented approach – that is rather usual in schools today – as an ‘inverted’ way of learning mathematics. NCTM defines this as “engaging in a task for which the solution method is not known in advance” (2000, p. 51). By starting with a problem and seeking ways to solve it, relevant mathematical arguments are introduced. This may surely be apprehended as a reversed order compared to how mathematics topics often were presented some thirty years ago. Back then theory and methods were introduced first and used in practical setting as a conclusion. Being aware of the changes, Sophie indicates that she has reflected on problem solving abilities which is an important mathematics didactics perspective. It is, however, notable that this feels somewhat unfamiliar to Sophie. Engineers are usually dealing with open, practical problems in their work, problems for which they seek solution
methods. Sophie does not directly relate this experience to the problem solving strategies in school subjects. And she does not stress this experience as a resource that an engineer has in a mathematics teaching position. Her answer to the questions about which advantages and contributions an engineer brings into the classroom, is that: “One can relate the subject to reality, tell about the usefulness and practical use of mathematics and put the subject into another professional connection”. The last statement indicates that Sophie regards the mathematics teaching situation as one where concepts can be brought into the practical world to illustrate how they may be used. The transition from a real world problem to a mathematical problem – which is the task for an engineer – seems not to be included. A conclusion to this is that Sophie somewhat separates her engineering experiences from what she reflects upon as being relevant in a teaching position. The connection is not as tight as her underlining of practical use known to an engineer, indicates. This is an aspect that needs to be taken into consideration in the professional development program. The interplay between the real world and the mathematical world needs to be emphasized to make engineers conscious about the back and forth transition and engineers’ advantages in this respect. Particularly, with reference to Sophie’s answer, the performance of active modelling as mathematising practical engineering problems needs to be problematized. This is an important part of the modelling competency (Niss, 2003a).

Sophie’s answer to the multiple choice question about own skills in mathematics underlines her own view about having practical experiences. She has chosen ‘understanding of how mathematic is used in working and daily life’ and ‘being able to translate practical problems to mathematics and solve them’ as her two most important skills. However, only the last option about being able to translate is chosen when she is to select the two most important skills that a student in school should hold. Additionally to this translation knowledge, Sophie emphasizes ‘understanding of mathematical relations and logical structures’ as important to students. This shows that she regards herself as one who possesses only by parts the competencies that are important for a student to
have. Her earlier statement referring to the lack of theoretical background and her background being
dated, explains this. With respect to Sophie’s comment on the earlier question about mathematics in
schools today being inverted, her marks in the multiple choice question indicate that she actually
has some knowledge about ‘inverted situations’. This is in the meaning of inverted situations as
situations where one has a (practical) problem and seeks to solve it by referring to mathematical
arguments. Earlier, she expressed a lack of knowledge about this, but in the multiple choice
question she actually indicates possession of this, all the same. She probably does not see the
connection between engineering competencies and mathematical competencies. A professional
development program need to make engineers like Sophie conscious about how engineering
competencies may be translated to be used in a mathematics teaching situation.

In the table where Sophie is to grade her teacher specific competencies, a rather realistic view is
revealed. The only competency she grades as having good possession of is cooperation. This
competency she has probably gained through her work as engineer. Her teaching competency is
marked out as ‘some’, while she has checked off both teaching and uncovering of learning
competencies with a cross on the border line between ‘some’ and ‘no’ possession of. As she has not
completed any type of teacher preparation programs, this is most pragmatic. It is probably due to
her own rather rigorous interpretation of what it means to have a competency in each of the teacher
specific abilities. As the word ‘competency’ not was defined ahead of the interview, Sophie was
free to put whatever requirements she wanted into the word. But obviously she has rather high
demands. The reason for this is probably what she has observed through her family members
working as teachers.

Interview with Robert; a bachelor engineer

Robert is the second bachelor engineer under interview. His experience as an engineer is not as long
as Sophie’s, but he completed his education more than 5 years ago and has worked as an engineer
since then. Recently, he started a new job and parts of this job involve supervision of students when doing experiments in a laboratory. Thus, he is somewhat engaged in teaching.

Initially he claims, however, not to have considered taking a mathematics teacher position at any moment. The reason he gives for this, is that he has experienced on a number of occasions, how unmotivated children in primary and secondary schools can be. Still, he classifies himself as being qualified for such a position, with enough knowledge in mathematics to teach and ability to explain mathematical topics to teenagers. Some youths among his acquaintances, he explains, have told him that he is good in explaining mathematics to them. Robert gives an example of this:

A girl complained to me about not understanding her teacher’s way of solving of a second order equation. The teacher had moved a number 4 from the left side of the equal sign to the right hand side, and then suddenly changed the sign of the 4. The girl could not understand why. I showed her how the teacher actually had subtracted 4 on both sides of the equal sign, and the result came out as minus 4 on the right hand side. This girl did suddenly understand what it was all about!

The statement is given to deepen his answer ‘yes’ to the question about being qualified to teach mathematics in school. He continues this argumentation when explaining which advantages an engineer has in a teaching situation: “We have learned a lot of mathematics. We have seen how important the subject is, and in how many places one needs to use mathematics”. In general terms, Robert highlights experiences from practical use as the main advantage of an engineer as teacher, and he signalizes that he has knowledge within the subject. To him, this is enough to be a qualified teacher. In the multiple choice question regarding his views about mathematics, his emphasis of practical use is enhanced by his selection of ‘knowledge of how mathematics is used in working and daily life’ and ‘knowledge of how to translate practical problems to mathematics and solve them’ as the two most important mathematical skills that he holds. To Robert, however, these abilities seem to be the vital ones also in a learning situation. When I ask him to mark the two most important
approaches to mathematics that students need in school in order to learn the subject, he chose similar alternatives; how mathematics is used in working life, and translation from text problems to mathematics problems. Both alternatives – repeated twice in Roberts answers – may be recognized within the competency of mathematical modelling that is given by Niss (2003a) as “being able to analyze and build mathematical models concerning other areas” (p. 183). However, Robert seems to be rather tool oriented in his approach to the problems since he has not chosen the first alternative about understanding of mathematical relations and logical structures neither as a skill that he possesses himself nor as one of the two most important skills that a student needs to have. To Robert, understanding the ‘why’ is less important than understanding of the ‘how’. Robert is not the only engineer asserting this view (Kümmerer, 2001; Bergqvist, 2006), and this needs to be problematized most sincerely in the professional development program.

In the final part of the interview, dealing with didactical skills needed for a mathematics teacher, Robert continues in a self confident manner. When I ask him which skills – both mathematically and didactically – he thinks that he lacks in order to teach, his answer is “In the subject; none. In didactics; probably some”. In the table where he is to grade his curriculum, teaching, uncovering of learning, assessment and cooperation competencies, all but the first are classified as ‘good’. Curriculum competency is marked out as having some possession of. When returning the marked table to me, he explains that through his children’s school attendance – where he has taken part in a number of Parents Committees – and by having apprentices during his engineering profession, he has gained experience within most of the competencies. This is continued with a detailed story about how he on several occasions has had to motivate and encourage apprentices to do a better job. Once again, Robert’s self-confidence is brought to bear. He believes he possesses most teacher specific competencies to a good degree, despite never having practiced as an ordinary teacher or having completed any teacher preparation programs. Similar to Sophie’s case, this may be explained by Robert’s interpretation of the word ‘competency’. In lay terms it may be both vague
and inaccurate. And in contradiction to Sophie’s interpretation, Robert has obviously no strict definition in mind. Thus, his grading of his own competency as ‘good’ to Robert may just mean that he knows about it and has personal experiences of it. He does for instance probably not regard uncovering of learning of mathematics as difficult, despite research saying something else. This competency includes interpretation and analysis of students’ learning, their notions, beliefs and attitudes in addition to identifying each student’s development (Niss, 2003a). This is surely not a competency that is picked up by taking part in Parents Committees. When instructing apprentices at an industrial establishment, some experiences in uncovering learning and development may be gained, but these are not with respect to mathematics. They are probably of a more practical nature.

The two masters’ engineers

The two masters’ engineers, Lisa and Paul, are both experienced engineers but with somewhat different priorities. Paul has earlier been teaching at an engineering education for a decade but has, in addition, several years of experience from the engineering profession – which he has returned to lately. Lisa on the other hand, started off her career by working as an engineer, but has changed her professional life to teaching both at secondary and tertiary levels. She teaches both mathematics and science subjects. Recently she has started a teacher credential program which in minor parts includes studies in mathematics didactics. Lisa claims not to have any inadequacy when it comes to skills in mathematics, and Paul claims to see himself as highly qualified to teach the subject at a tertiary level, but they have somewhat different views about what it takes actually to be a teacher in school. Lisa has reflected on this part rather carefully:

I have come to realize that there is a great challenge in knowing how to explain things and what one actually needs to explain. Things that seem so obvious to me that they are indisputable are stated in the mathematics didactics literature to be difficult. For instance, the calculation of integrals is to me a routine matter, often just easy and evident when you have the experience. But then, when I have to explain why we do it in this way and what the arguments are behind
using integrals to calculate areas, then it becomes difficult. Thus, I have come to realize that in teaching it is not enough to know the pure mathematics which I do, there is also the challenge in the aspect for the need of explanation.

Paul – on the other hand – emphasizes that he as part of his education has completed so many mathematics subjects or math related subjects that he is well qualified to teach at the secondary level. However, when I ask him which skills he believes he lacks, he does admit that since his own education is dates so many years back, some of the modern mathematics subjects are missing. This he has experienced through helping his children with their homework:

But it is an easy subject to teach, we have group works very often at home. I probably have some shortages when it comes to didactical skills, but as I see it the most important thing is to be engaged in your teaching.

The two rather different views about teaching of mathematics put forward by Lisa and Paul show the importance of the engineers’ own experiences when it comes to realizing which needs they have in a teaching position. While Lisa is attaining a teacher credential program that requires her to think through difficult problems within teaching, Paul has his practical experiences from the domestic arena and during teaching of special subjects in an engineering education. At least in his formal teaching, it is most likely that if he has referred to mathematics it has been to readymade tools or equations that often are used to solve specific practical problems. Thus, his comprehension of what is required when teaching mathematics is probably to have a tool oriented approach.

4. Discussions and implications for the main study

The shortage of teaching professionals in mathematics and physics in schools may partly be solved by recruiting teachers from other science and engineering fields. Engineers as teachers is an example of this. They may be included in what literature defines as STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) career changers, even if they only take part-time positions as
teachers in schools. All the interviewees and the literature points out that career changers bring a wealth of experiences, both personally and professionally, to the classroom (Grier & Johnston, 2009). Chamber (2002) lists a number of additional positive contributions from this type of teachers: Collegial support, good communicational skills, management of multiple projects, strong work ethic, more tolerance to diversity and more willingness to adopt student-centered methodologies. But as the present study suggests, the engineers could benefit from completing a professional development program in mathematics before starting teaching. At least two challenges have crystallized through the answers in the interviews, challenges that to our earlier experiences from engineering education most certainly are not outstanding for the engineers interviewed. These challenges need to be taken into consideration when designing the program:

- The engineers’ apprehension of their own abilities and what it takes to teach, both in mathematical and didactical terms.
- The engineers’ apprehension of how to connect mathematics and practical use outside schools.

The two bachelors engineers, Sophie and Robert, represent in a way two extremes when it comes to apprehension of own skills and what is required to be a mathematics teacher. While Sophie signalizes having fairly little confidence about her own knowledge – both lacking theoretical foundation and most teacher specific competencies – Robert gives the opposite impression. His self-confidence may in a classroom situation make him not hesitate to praise the usefulness of mathematics in engineering and provide the students with lots of examples. This may motivate students in schools. However, the drawback with having self-confidence like Roberts’ is that he may not become conscious of his own limitations. Most engineers do unmotivated realize that they lack of didactical competencies, since this is absent from their education. Some knowledge may be gained through their work as engineers, and the experience in collaborative work may be rather extensive, but engineers do see the need for didactical training. The challenge is, however, to make these engineers also to realize their limitations when it comes to competencies in and
comprehension of, mathematics. Engineers have a rather broad knowledge of mathematical topics with reference to the list of themes that are dealt with – sometimes rather superficially – in mathematics courses in their own education. Thus, if they just look at the content of the mathematics subjects in schools, they will recognize most topics and thereby may be mislead to believe that they are very qualified in the subject. Robert clearly has this opinion, and both masters’ engineers also express this. Paul admits that he lacks some of the modern mathematics courses, but he does not see this or his limited didactics education as a problem. Lisa says that she has no shortfalls in mathematics in order to teach, but she is aware of the didactical needs. None of the four engineers do, however, seems to regard their own comprehensions of the mathematics subject as a challenge. Kümmerer (2001) states that many engineers have a workman approach to the subject, where following a receipt of rules produce the right answer to a problem. Bergqvist (2006) has revealed what she calls a tradition within the engineering education when interviewing a senior lecturer in a master engineering program: These students are prepared to learn a lot of algorithms in mathematics without much time for reflection. But a tool oriented approach is not enough in a teaching position. Problem solving, logical reasoning and concept understanding are all abilities of great importance. Among the interviewees, only one has marked off ‘understanding of mathematical relations and logical structures’ as an ability that she possesses herself; the masters engineer Lisa. The other three have not regarded this as one of the two most important skills that they hold. Thus, both Robert and Paul are examples of engineers who regard themselves as being qualified to teach mathematics even if they have gaps in their understanding of mathematics relations and logical structures. This is a major challenge that occurs ahead of the running of the complementing studies, and may result in the non-attendance of the program by some engineers. They do not realize themselves that they are in need of developing their mathematical competencies. A way to meet this challenge is use of publicity; getting professional journals to write about what is required. In this publicity it is important to emphasize the advantages that
engineer as a mathematics teacher can bring to the classroom in order to promote career change, but at the same time focus on additional mathematical competencies that an engineer lacks in order to become a qualified mathematics teacher.

In contrast particularly to Robert, Sophie has far less confidence in her own abilities to start teaching mathematics in primary or secondary school. She has – through observing family members’ work – seen that it takes more than her ‘engineering mathematics competence’ to teach in schools and in this way she appears far more realistic in her answers. Too realistic, in a way. For professionals like Sophie it may be a problem that their expectations as to what is needed to be prepared for teaching in mathematics, are so vast that they hesitate in entering both complementing studies and a teaching position.

Many engineers do, however, have confidence in their own abilities that are not as extreme as Robert’s or Sophie’s, but lies somewhere in between. The masters’ engineers Lisa and Paul, are examples of this. Indeed they both regard themselves as possessing mathematical skills enough to be teachers in schools, but they do also realize that they have some shortfalls. Lisa sees the need for learning mathematics didactics while Paul lacks some of the modern mathematics subjects. Both have confidence in their own skills, but see the need for learning more. Grier and Johnston (2009) writes about STEM career changers that “Their maturity brings confidence in their abilities to manage a classroom, understand student learning in the context of school culture, and to access content knowledge” (2009, p. 57). The professional development program needs to challenge these beliefs about own abilities and make the engineers conscious that they need to further develop their knowledge in mathematics and also with respect to didactics. This may both be done by introducing mathematics courses that usually are new to an engineer and by challenging the engineers within the topics in which they regard themselves to have knowledge in. For instance, a number theory course could initially be offered. This is a subject that engineers with a degree from some years back have not studied, and it appears to be an easy subject that in reality is both challenging and
demanding. Moreover, it is a subject that a teacher needs to have knowledge in. In calculus – which an engineer may think she is sufficiently qualified in just by looking at the themes – a challenge would for instance be to let him or her introduce the derivative to a group of students. The concept may very well be motivated by practical illustrations, but is not easy in theoretical terms: Students have problems understanding the meaning and definition of the derivative (Orton, 1983).

Both Sophie and Robert emphasize knowledge of practical use of mathematics as a main advantage an engineer has when teaching the subject and this is supported by statements from Lisa and Paul. But Lisa is the only one that refers to an example that may illustrate this usefulness. She mentions that when introducing the derivative to students, an engineer may easily come up with practical examples of areas where it is used. This is the only example referred to during all four interviews. In light of the setting, this is not surprising. The engineers were not given any time to prepare themselves for the questions and almost no information was given ahead of the interview. They were just asked there and then to answer some questions about mathematics and teaching of mathematics. The intention was to get immediate reactions reflecting the current situation. To the questions about advantages that an engineer has, the answers have consequently become more of a general nature. Still, since only one of the interviewed engineers is working as a mathematics teacher – and the other more distant to the mathematics content in school subjects – a prepared interview would perhaps not have given concrete suggestions anyway. Nevertheless, the answers do indicate that practicing engineers may not have immediate suggestions of illustrations and examples from their work. The professional development program needs to encourage this part rather profoundly. Even if engineers often and in different connections use mathematics as part of their work, it is not immediately given that they are able to identify this use. Thus, it becomes important to provide them with means for recognizing this. This is an aim of mathematical archaeology; “to make explicit the actual use of mathematics hidden in social structures and routines” (Skovsmose,
1994, p. 95). Engineers can be made aware of the use of mathematics through examples, but perhaps even more importantly through group work discussions about their own work.

Sophie’s remark about an engineer’s ability to place mathematics into another professional connection is noteworthy. The ‘traditional’ way of relating mathematics to the life outside schools is to conclude the teaching of a theme or a concept by illustrating how it may come to be of use in a practical situation. In a problem solving situation, the opposite way of thinking is initiated. One starts with a practical, often open-ended problem, and seeks ways to solve it. The necessity of deriving mathematical methods to solve the problem is then enforced. For experienced engineers who finished their education a number of years back, a problem solving aspect may be ‘new’ with reference to mathematics teaching. In an engineering job, however, this way of working – starting with a problem and searching for ways to solve it – is most certainly the usual approach. Thus, engineers need to be made aware of how to translate their experiences from problem solving as engineers to the classroom situation. Lecturers in the professional development program need to take into consideration that engineers may not directly see how their professional working methods are useful in a teaching situation. Their references to practical examples are important, but additionally their experiences from methods of their work as engineers are relevant. Students in schools can organize their work with the subject in a similar manner in the classroom. Sophie’s statement indicates that she has not thought about this as an advantage, and she is most certainly not alone in this respect. If the main reference to how things are done in the classroom is from own schooling, one may have rather limited teaching aspects in mind. The complementing studies need to ‘open the eyes’ of some engineers.

To the last question in the interview about whether the engineers are interested in attending complementing studies in mathematics, they all answers ‘yes’. This answer is somewhat inconsistent at least with Robert’s and Paul’s earlier statements saying that they regard themselves as qualified for a mathematics position in school. Their answers may just be given to please me as
the interviewer. But it may also be that the engineers – throughout the interview – have come to realize that they could benefit from completing a professional development program before starting to teach. The challenge is to reach other engineers with the same message, but still emphasize their valuable professional traits to motivate a career change.
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